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1. INTRODUCTION
In the model that describes the interaction of scalar nucleons interacting
with neutral scalar mesons, the dynamics of these fields through Yukawa
coupling are given by the following KleinGordonSchro dinger equations
(KGS)
it+2=&,, (1.1)
,tt&2,++2,=|| 2, (1.2)
where , , represent a complex scalar nucleon field and a real meson field
respectively, + describes the mass of the meson. The Cauchy problem and
the initial boundary value problem of KGS have been quite extensively
studied [2, 8, 9, 11, etc.]. Reference [2] proved the existence of global
solutions by using the Lp&Lq estimates for the elementary solutions of the
Schro dinger equation. Reference [9] studied the asymptotic behavior of
the solutions for the multidimensional KGS. In [8] the authors discussed
the initial boundary value problem of KGS and obtained the global exist-
ence of strong solutions in the three-dimensional case, and later the results
were improved in [11].
When the damping is considered we have the dissipative KGS
it+2+i:+,=f, (1.3)
,tt+(1&2) ,+;,t=|| 2+g, (1.4)
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where : and ; are positive constants, f and g are given functions, f is com-
plex and g real.
The long time behavior of (1.3)(1.4) on a bounded domain 0 has been
studied in [4, 13]. In [4] Biler proved that the maximal attractor exists in
the weak topology of H 10_H
1
0(0) and has finite Hausdorff dimension. In
[13] the author decomposed the semigroup into a contractive and a com-
pact parts and thus proved the existence of finite dimensional maximal
attractor in the norm topology of H2 & H 10(0)_H
2 & H 10(0).
In the present paper we consider the system of KGS (1.3)(1.4) in the
whole space R3 supplemented with the initial conditions
(0, x)=0(x), ,(0, x)=,0(x), ,t(0, x)=,1(x) x # R3. (1.5)
We are going to show that (1.3)(1.5) possess a maximal attractor in
H2_H2(R3) which attracts bounded sets of H3_H3(R3) in the topology
of the H2_H 2(R3).
Since the imbedding of Hs(R3) into Hs$(R3) (s>s$) is not compact, the
decomposition used in [13] does no longer work. To overcome the dif-
ficulty of the noncompactness of the imbedding we adapt the methods in
[6, 12] and use the Kuratowskii :-measure of noncompactness to show the
asymptotic smoothness of the semigroup S(t). Then we can apply the
theory of Hale [10] to prove the existence of the maximal attractor.
We introduce the following standard notations. We denote the spaces of
complex valued functions and real valued functions by the same symbols.
For s0, 1p, Hs, p(R3) is the usual Sobolev spaces of orders s.
Hs(R3)=Hs, 2(R3). ( } , } ) denotes the inner product in L2(R3). We denote
by & } &p the norm of Lp(R3) and by & } &s, p the norm of H s, p(R3), especially
& } &=& } &2 . For any Banach space E, Cb(I; E ) denotes the space of con-
tinuous and bounded functions on an interval I/R with values in E. For
u # Cb(R+; E ), or u # L(R+; E ), _u_E denotes its norm, especially when
E=L2(R3), _u_=_u_L2 . C is a generic constant and may assume various
values from line to line.
In the subsequent sections we shall repeatedly use the Gagliardo
Nirenberg inequality [7]
&D ju& pC &u&1&*q &D
mu&*r , u # L
q & Hm, r(Rn),
where
1
p
=
j
n
+* \1r&
m
n ++
1&*
q
,
1q, r, j is an integer, 0jm, jm*1. If m&j&nr is a non-
negative integer, then the inequality holds for jm*<1.
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2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES AND EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
We introduce a transformation %=,t+$,, where $ is a positive constant
to be chosen later. Then the problem (1.3)(1.5) is equivalent to
it+2+i:+,=f, (2.1)
,t+$,=%, t # R+, x # R3 (2.2)
%t+(;&$) %+(1&$(;&$)&2) ,=|| 2+g, (2.3)
with initial conditions
(, ,, %)(0, x)=(0 , ,0 , %0)(x), x # R3, (2.4)
where %0=$,0+,1 . Choose $min[;2, 12;], then A=1&$(;&$)&2
is a positive, self-adjoint and elliptic operator of order 2, and is a
homeomorphism from Hs(R3) into H s&2(R3). We set
H=L2_H12_H&12(R3),
V=H1_H1_L2(R3),
X=H2_H2_H1(R3),
Y=H3_H3_H2(R3).
Then Y/X/V with continuous imbedding.
In this section we are going to establish time-uniform a priori estimates
of solutions (, ,, %) in V, next in X, and then in Y. Then we apply these
estimates to obtain the existence of the global solutions and bounded
absorbing sets.
2.1. The Time-Uniform Boundedness in V, X, and Y
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that f # L(R+; L2(R3)). Then  # L(R+; L2(R3))
and satisfies
&(t)&2&0&2 exp(&:t)+
_ f _2
:2
(1&exp (&:t)).
Thus there exists a t1(R)>0 such that &(t)&21+_ f _2:2, \tt1(R)
whenever &0&R.
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Proof. We take the inner product of (2.1) with  in L2(R3), and then
take imaginary parts to get
1
2
d
dt
&&2+: &&2=Im( f, )& f & &&
:
2
&&2+
& f &2
2:
.
By Gronwall inequality we have the lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that f, g # L(R+; L2(R3)). Then for (0 , ,0 , %0) # V,
the solution (, ,, %) # L(R+; V). Moreover, there is a t2(R)>0 such that
for any tt2(R), &(, ,, %)&VC whenever &(0 , ,0 , %0)&VR.
Proof. We take the inner product of (2.1) with &(t+:) in L2, then
take real parts and obtain
1
2
d
dt
&{&2+: &{&2&Re(,, t)&: Re(,, )
= &
d
dt
Re( f, )&Re( ft , )&: Re( f, ). (2.5)
Noticing that
&Re(,, t)=&
1
2
d
dt
(,, || 2)+
1
2
(,t , || 2),
we infer from (2.5) that
1
2
d
dt \&{&2&| , || 2 dx+2 Re | f dx+
+: &{&2&: | , || 2 dx+: | f dx&
1
2 | ,t ||
2 dx=0. (2.6)
Now taking the inner product of (2.3) with % in L2, and using (2.2) we
obtain
1
2
d
dt
(&%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+&{,&2)
+(;&$) &%&2+$(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+$ &{,&2
=| % || 2 dx+| g% dx
=| ,t || 2 dx+$ | , || 2 dx+| g% dx. (2.7)
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Then 2(2.6)+(2.7) implies that
d
dt
H1(t)+I1(t)=0, (2.8)
where
H1(t)=2 &{&2&2 | , || 2 dx+2 Re | f dx
+&%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+&{,&2, (2.9)
I1(t)=4: &{&2&2(2:+$) | , || 2 dx+4 Re | f dx+2( ;&$) &%&2
+2$(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+2$ &{,&2&2 | g% dx. (2.10)
Since H1(R3)/L6(R3), &&3C &&12 &{&12, for arbitrary =1 , =2>0,
} | , || 2 dx }C &,&6 &&3 &&C &{,& &&32 &{&12
=1 &{&2+=2 &{,&2+C(=1 , =2) &&6, (2.11)
} | f dx }& f & &&,
taking =1= 12 , =2=
1
4 in (2.11) we deduce that
H1(t)&{&2+&%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+ 12 &{,&
2
&C &&6&2 & f & &&,
H1(t)3 &{&2+&%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+ 32 &{,&
2
+C &&6+2 & f & &&. (2.12)
Taking =1=:(2:+$), =2=$2(2:+$) in (2.11), using
} | g% dx }&g& &%&;&$2 &%&2+
1
2(;&$)
&g&2,
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we see that
I1(t)2: &&2+(;&$) &%&2+2$(1&$(;&$)) &,&2+$ &{&2
&C &&6&4 & f &&&&
1
;&$
&g&2. (2.13)
Thus from (2.12) and (2.13) we can find a ;1>0 such that
;1 H1(t)I1(t)+C &&6+C & f & &&+C &g&2. (2.14)
Therefore we derive from (2.8) and (2.14) that
d
dt
H1(t)+;1 H1(t)C &&6+C & f & &&2+C &g&2 ] K1 .
By Gronwall inequality we obtain
H1(t)H1(0) e&;1t+
K1
;1
(1&e&;1t). (2.15)
Hence from (2.12) and (2.15) we have the lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that f, g # L(R+; H1(R3)). Then for (0, ,0, %0) # X,
the solution (, ,, %) # L(R+; X ). Moreover, there exists a t3(R)>0 such
that &(, ,, %)&XC for tt3(R) whenever &(0 , ,0 , %0)&XR.
Proof. We take the inner product of (2.1) with 2t+: 2, and then
take the real parts to get
1
2
d
dt
&2&2+: &2&2+Re | , 2 t dx+: Re | , 2 dx
=&
d
dt
Re | {f { dx&: Re | {f { dx. (2.16)
Noticing that
Re | , 2 t dx=
d
dt
Re | , 2 dx&Re | ,t 2 dx&Re | ,t 2 dx,
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while by (2.2)
&Re | ,t  2 dx=&Re | % 2 dx+$ Re | , 2 dx,
by (2.1), t=&i( f&2&i:&,),
&Re | ,t 2 dx=Re | i,[ f&2&i:&,] 2 dx
= &Im | ,f 2 dx+: Re | , 2 dx+Im | ,2 2 dx,
we deduce from (2.16) that
1
2
d
dt \&2&2+2 Re | , 2 dx+2 Re | {f { dx+
+: &2&2+(2:+$) Re | , 2 dx+: Re | {f { dx
&Re | % 2 dx&Im | ,f 2 dx+Im | ,2 2 dx=0. (2.17)
Now we take the inner product of &2% with (2.3) and get
1
2
d
dt
(&{%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2+&2,&2)
+(;&$) &{%&2+$(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2+$ &2,&2
=&| %2 || 2 dx+| {g {% dx
=&2 Re | % 2 dx&2 | % |{| 2 dx+| {g {% dx. (2.18)
Let
H2(t)=&2&2+2 Re | , 2 dx+2 Re | {f { dx
+ 12 &{%&
2+ 12 (1&$(;&$)) &{,&
2+ 12 &2,&
2, (2.19)
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I2(t)=2: &2&2+2(:+$) Re | , 2 dx
+2: Re | {f { dx&2 Im | ,f 2 dx
+2 Im | ,2 2 dx+(;&$) &{%&2+$(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2
+$ &2,&2+2 | % |{| 2 dx&| {g {% dx, (2.20)
then 2(2.17)+(2.18) implies that
d
dt
H2(t)+I2(t)=0. (2.21)
Estimating the indefinite-sign terms in H2(t) and I2(t)
}Re | , 2 dx }&,&4 &&4 &2&
=3 &2&2+C(=3) &{,&2 &{&2,
}Re | {f { dx }&{f & &{&,
} Im | ,f 2 dx }&,&4 & f &4 &2&14 &2&2+C &{f &2 &{,&2,
} Im | ,2 2 dx }&,&26 &&6 &2&14 &2&2+C &{,&4 &{&2,
} | % |{| 2 dx }&%& &{&24C &%& &{&12 &2&32

1
4
&2&2+C &%&4 &{&2,
} | {g {% dx }&{%& &{g&;&$2 &{%&2+
1
2(;&$)
&g&2,
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for the estimation of H2(t) we take =3=14 and for the estimation of I2(t)
we take =3=:(2(2:+$)), from the above inequalities we get
H2(t)
1
2
&2&2+
1
2
[&{%&2+&2,&2+(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2
&C &{,&2 &{&2&2 &{f & &{&],
H2(t)
3
2
&2&2+&{%&2+&2,&2+(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2
+C &{,&2 &{&2+2 &{f & &{&, (2.22)
I2(t): &2&2+
1
2
(;&$) &{%&2+$(1&$(;&$)) &{,&2+
$
2
&2,&2
&C(=3) &{,&2 &{&2&C &{f & &{&&C &{f &2 &{,&2
&C &{,&4 &{&2&C &%&4 &{&2&C &g&2. (2.23)
Therefore there exists a constant ;2>0 such that
;2 H2(t)I2(t)+C(&,&H1 , &&H1 , &%&, & f &H 1 , &g&H 1)
and
d
dt
H2(t)+;2 H2(t)K2 ,
where K2 ] C(&,&H 1 , &&H1 , &%&, & f &H 1 , &g&H1). Thus, by Gronwall
inequality we get
H2(t)H2(0) e&;2t+
K2
;2
(1&e&;2t). (2.24)
The lemma follows from (2.22) and (2.24).
Corollary 2.4. Let f, g # L(R+; H1(R3)). Then for (0 , ,0 , %0) # X
the solution (, ,, %) # L(R+_R3).
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that f, g # L(R+; H2(R3)). Then for (0, ,0, %0) # Y,
the solution (, ,, %) # L(R+; Y ). Moreover, there is a t4(R)>0 such that
for all tt4(R), &(, ,, %)&YC whenever &(0 , ,0 , %0)&YR.
Proof. By the same procedure as the proof of Lemma 2.3 we can prove
the lemma.
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From the above a priori estimates we have the following results.
Theorem 2.6. Let f, g # L(R+; H 1(R3)). Then for every (0 , ,0 , %0) # X,
there exists a unique solution (, ,, %) # L(R+; X ) to (2.1)(2.4).
Moreover, the solution operator S(t) is continuous from X onto itself and has
a bounded absorbing set B1/X.
Proof. We can first apply the standard iteration scheme to prove the
local existence of the solution. Then, due to the estimates of Lemmas
2.12.3, we can extend the solution to a global one. The uniqueness of the
solution follows from the continuity of S(t): X  X.
In fact, let (,k , ,k , %k) (k=1, 2) be two solutions associated to the initial
data (0k , ,0k , %0k) and (, ,, %)=(1&2, ,1&,2 , %1&%2), (0 , ,0 , %0)=
(01&02 , ,01&,02 , %01&%02), then (, ,, %) satisfies
it+2+i:= &,1&,2 ,
,t+$,=%,
%t+(;&$) %+(1&$(;&$)&2) ,=1 + 2 ,
(, ,, %) | t=0=(0 , ,0 , %0)(x), x # R3.
It is not difficult to show that
&&2+&2&2+&%&2+&{%&2+(1&$(;&$)) &,&2
+(2&$(;&$)) &{,&2+&2,&2
C(&0&2+&20 &2+&%0 &2+&{%0 &2+&,0 &2+&2,0&2) eCt,
which implies the continuity of S(t). The existence of bounded absorbing
sets has been shown in Lemma 2.3.
Remark 2.7. We can use approximation method to show that (2.1)(2.4)
has a solution in V for (0 , ,0 , %0) # V. But the continuity of S(t) in V is
not known. However, as shown in [4], S(t) is continuous from V into H,
and thus the uniqueness of the solution in V.
Theorem 2.8. Let f, g # L(R+, H 2(R3)). Then for every (0 , ,0 , %0) # Y,
there exists a unique solution (, ,, %) # L(R+; Y ) to (2.1)(2.4). More-
over, S(t) is continuous from Y into itself and has a bounded absorbing set
B2/Y.
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.6 and so it is omitted.
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3. THE SPLITTING OF THE NONLINEAR SEMIGROUP
In the sequel we assume that f, g # H2(R3) are independent of t. Then
S(t) forms a semigroup. Let B/Y be a bounded set, then S(t)B/Y is also
bounded. In this section we shall split S(t) so that we can make use of
the so-called Kuratowskii :-measure of noncompactness to prove the
asymptotical smoothness of S(t). More precisely, we split S(t) into two
parts: S1(t) and S2(t), with :(S1(t)B)  0 as t   and S2(t)B is relatively
compact in X, where the :-measure of a set A/X is defined by
:(A) ] inf[d | there is a finite covering of A of diameter<d].
Thus :(S(t) B):(S1(t) B)+:(S2(t) B)=:(S1(t) B)  0 as t  .
Let B/Y with sup! # B &!&YR, (, ,, %)=S(t)(0 , ,0 , %0) be the solu-
tion of (2.1)(2.4) with initial data (0 , ,0 , %0) # B. Recall that (, ,, %) is
uniformly bounded in Y. Let /L(x) # C 0 (R
3) with 0/L1 satisfy
/L(x)={1,0,
|x|L,
|x|1+L.
Then for any ’ # (0, 1), there exists an L(’)>0 (sufficiently large) such that
& f & f’&2H 2(R3)’, where f’=f/L(’)
&g&g’ &2H 2(R3)’, where g’=g/L(’)
& || 2&|| 2 /L(’)&2H 2(R3)’.
Let (’ , ,’ , %’) be the solution of the problem
i’t+2’+i:’&i’ 2’+,’=f&f’&i’ 2, (3.1)
,’tt+(1&2) ,’+;,’t=(|| 2+g)(1&/L(’)), (3.2)
’(0, x)=0(x), ,’(0, x)=,0(x), ,’t(0, x)=,1(x)=%0&$,0 , x # R3
(3.3)
with %’=,’t+$,’ . We denote S1’(t)(0 , ,0 , %0)=(’ , ,’ , %’). Then
(u’ , v’ , w’) = S2’(t)(0 , ,0 , %0) = S(t)(0 , ,0 , %0) & S1’(t)(0 , ,0 , %0) =
(&’ , ,&,’ , %&%’) is the solution of the problem
iu’t+2u’+i:u’&i’ 2u’+,u’=f’(x), (3.4)
v’tt+(1&2) v’+;v’t=|| 2 /L(’)+g’(x), (3.5)
u’(0, x)=0, v’(0, x)=v’t(0, x)=0, x # R3 (3.6)
with w’=v’t+$v’ . We shall prove the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.1. There are a constant C>0 and an increasing function |(’)
with |(0)=0 such that the solution of (3.1)(3.3)
&’&H 2 , &,’&H2 , &,’t&H 1C, for all 0<’1 and t0,
&’&H 2 , &,’&H2 , &,’t&H 1|(’), for all 0<’1 and tt* (_t*>0).
Lemma 3.2. There are constants C1(’), C2(’), C3(’), C4(’) such that
& |x| u’&C1(’),
& |x| {u’&, & |x| D2jku’&C2(’),
& |x| v’&+& |x| {v’&+& |x| v’t&C3(’),
& |x| D2jkv’ &+& |x| {v’&+& |x| {v’t &C4(’).
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Taking the inner product of (3.1) with 2’ , and
then taking imaginary parts we get
d
dt
&’&2+2: &’&2+2’ &{’&2
=2 Im( f&f’ , ’)+2’ Im({, {’)
C & f&f’&2+: &’&2+’ &{’&2+’ &{&2.
Therefore
d
dt
&’ &2+: &’&2+’ &{’&2C’.
By Gronwall inequality
&’&2&0&2 e&:t+
C’
:
(1&e&:t).
Therefore
&’&2C, for all t0 and 0<’1. (3.7)
Taking t1=t1(R)>0 such that e&:t1 &0&2e&:t1R2<’, then
&’&2C’ for all tt1 , (3.8)
thus &’&C - ’, tt1 .
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Taking the inner product of 22’ with (3.1) and taking imaginary parts
we get
1
2
d
dt
&2’&2+: &2’&2+’ &{2’&2
=&Im(2,’ , 2’)&2 Im({, {’ , 2’)
+Im(2( f&f’), 2’)+’ Im({2, {2’)
C &2,& &’& &2’&+2 &{,&4 &{’&4 &2’&
+&2( f&f’)& &2’ &+’ &{2& &{2’&
C &2,& &’&14 &2’&74+C &,&H2 &’&18 &2’&158
+
:
6
&2’&2+
3
2:
&2( f&f’)&2+
1
4
’ &{2’ &2+’ &{2&2

:
2
&2’&2+
’
2
&{2’&2+C &2,&8 &’ &2
+C &,&16H 2 &’&
2+C & f&f’&2H 2+’ &{2&
2,
thus,
d
dt
&2’&2+: &2’ &2+’ &{2’&2C’+C(&,&16H 2+1) &’&
2.
By Gronwall inequality we obtain
&2’&2&20&2 e&:t+
C(&,&16H 2+1) &’&2
2
(1&e&:t). (3.9)
By (3.7)(3.9),
&2’&2C, for all t0 and 0<’1.
Taking t2=t2(R)t1 such that e&:t2 &20 &2e&:t2R2<’, then by (3.9)
and (3.8) we have
&2’&2C’ for all tt2 ,
thus &2’ &C - ’, tt2 .
Now we turn to estimate ,’ .
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Taking the inner product of (3.2) by 2,’t we get
d
dt
(&,’t &2+&,’&2+&{,’&2)+2; &,’t &2
=2(( || 2+g)(1&/L(’)), ,’t)
; &,’t &2+C(& || 2(1&/L(’))&2+&g&g’ &2),
so we have
d
dt
(&,’t &2+&,’&2+&{,’&2)+; &,’t &2
C & || 2(1&/L(’))&2+C &g&g’&2C’. (3.10)
Taking the inner product of (3.2) with ,’ in L2 we have
d
dt | ,’,’t dx&&,’t&
2+&,’&2+&{,’ &2+
1
2
;
d
dt
&,’ &2
=(( || 2+g)(1&/L(’)), ,’)
1
2
&,’ &2+C’, (3.11)
then $(3.11)+(3.10) implies that
d
dt
H’(t)+I’(t)C’, (3.12)
where
H’(t)=&,’t&2+(1+ 12 $;) &,’&
2+&{,’&2+$ | ,’,’t dx,
I’(t)=(;&$) &,’t &2+ 12 $ &,’ &
2+$ &{,’ &2.
Noticing that
}$ | ,’,’t dx }$ &,’& &,’t &12 $; &,’&2+
$
2;
&,’t &2,
remembering that $ 12 ; we have for a suitably large L1>0
3
4 &,’t&
2+(1+ 14 $;) &,’ &
2+&{,’ &2
H’(t) 54 &,’t &
2+(1+ 34 $;) &,’&
2+&{,’&2L1I’(t). (3.13)
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Taking ;3=L &11 , then from (3.12)(3.13)
d
dt
H’(t)+;3 H’(t)C’,
by Gronwall inequality we get
H’(t)H’(0) e&;3t+
C’
;3
(1&e&;3t). (3.14)
Thus by (3.13)(3.14)
3
4 &,’t&
2+(1+ 14 $;) &,’&
2+&{,’&2C, \t0, 0<’1.
Take t3=t3(R)t2 such that H’(0) e&;3t3CR2e&;3t3<’, then from
(3.13)(3.14)
&,’t&2+&,’&2+&{,’&2C’.
Multiplying (3.2) by &22,’t and integrating over R3 by parts we have
d
dt
(&{,’t&2+&{,’&2+&2,’&2)+2; &{,’t &2
=2({(( ||2+g)(1&/L(’))), {,’t)
; &{,’t&2+C &{(( || 2+g)(1&/L(’)))&2.
Thus
d
dt
(&{,’t&2+&{,’&2+&2,’&2)+; &{,’t &2C’. (3.15)
Taking the inner product of (3.2) with &2,’ , we get
&
d
dt | ,’t 2,’ dx&&{,’t &
2+&{,’&2+&2,’&2+
1
2
;
d
dt
&{,’t &2
=(( || 2+g)(1&/L(’)), 2,’)

1
2
&2,’&2+C’. (3.16)
Then (3.15)+$(3.16) implies that
d
dt \&{,’t &2+\1+
1
2
$;+ &{,’&2+&2,’&2&$ | ,’t 2,’ dx+
+(;&$) &{,’t &2+$ &{,’&2+$ &2,’&2C’.
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By the same deduction to (3.14) we have for some ;4>0
J’(t) ] &{,’t &2+\1+12 $;+ &{,’&2+&2,’&2&$ | ,’t 2,’ dx
J’(0) e&;4t+
C’
;4
(1&e&;4t),
&{,’t&2+&2,’&2C, for all t0, 0<’1.
Take t4=t4(R)t3 such that J’(0) e&;4tCR2e&;4t’, then
&{,’t&2+&2,’&2C’, for tt4 .
Thus the proof of Lemma 3.1 is completed.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. We consider u’ first.
Taking the inner product of (3.4) with 2 |x| 2 u’ , taking imaginary parts
we get
d
dt | |x|
2 |u’ | 2 dx+2: | |x| 2 |u’ | 2 dx+2’ | |x| 2 |{u’ | 2 dx
=&2 Im | f’ |x| 2 u ’ dx+4’ Re | x {u’u ’ dx+4 Im | x{u’u ’ dx,
(3.17)
then the right-hand side of (3.17) is less than or equal to
(4+4’) & |x| {u’& &u’ &+2 & |x| f’ & & |x| u’ &
’ & |x| {u’&2+\4’+4+ &u’&2+:& |x| u’&2+
1
:
& |x| f’ &2.
Thus
d
dt
& |x| u’&2+: & |x| u’&2+’ & |x| {u’&2
\4+4’+ &u’&2+
1
4:
& |x| f’ &2. (3.18)
Because f’ has a compact support, & |x| f’& is finite. By Gronwall inequality
we have
& |x| u’&2C1(’), \t0.
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Applying D2jk=
2
xj xk to both sides of (3.4), then we have (3.4) with u’
replaced by D2jku’ and f’ replaced by F’=D
2
jk f’&D
2
jk,u’&Dj,Dku’&
Dk ,Dju’ ; that is, we have
iD2jk u’t+2D
2
jku’+i:D
2
jk u’&i’ 2D
2
jku’+,D
2
jku’=F’(x). (3.4)$
Therefore (3.17) is still valid with f’ replaced by F’ . By integrating by part,
| D2jk,u’ |x| 2 D2jku ’ dx
= &| Dj,[Dku’ |x| 2 D2jku ’+2u’xkD2jku ’+u’ |x| 2 Dk D2jku ’] dx,
we obtain
d
dt | |x|
2 |D2jk u’ |
2 dx+2: | |x| 2 |D2jku’ | 2 dx+2’ | |x| 2 |{D2jku’ |2 dx
=&2 Im | [D2jk f’&Dj,Dku’&Dk,Dj u’] |x| 2 D2jk u ’ dx
&2 Im | Dj,[Dk u’ |x| 2 D2jku ’+2u’ xkD2jku ’+u’ |x| 2 DkD2jku ’] dx
+4’ Re | x{D2jku’D2jku ’ dx+4 Im | x{D2jk u’D2jk u ’ dx. (3.19)
Since , , are bounded in H3(R3), and since ’ and ,’ are bounded in
H2(R3), u’=&’ and v’=,&,’ are also bounded in H2(R3). There-
fore, by &u’&H 2 , & |x| u’&, & f’&, & |x| f’ &C(’), and &{,&C &,&H3C,
we infer that
the right-hand side of (3.19)
2 & |x| D2jk f’& & |x| D
2
jku’&+6 &{,& & |x| {u’& & |x| D
2
jku’&
+4 &Dj ,& & |x| u’& &D2jku’ &+2 &Dj,& & |x| u’& & |x| {D
2
jku’&
+(4+4’) & |x| {D2jku’ & &D2jk u’&
’ & |x| {D2jku’ &
2+: & |x| D2jku’&
2
+C(’)(& |x| D2jk f’&
2+&{,&2H 2 & |x| {u’ &
2
+&{,&2H2 & |x| u’&2+&u’&2H 2)
’ | |x| 2 |{D2jk u’ | 2 dx+C(’)+C(’)& |x| {u’&2.
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Therefore we get
d
dt | |x|
2 |D2jku’ |
2 dx+: | |x| 2 |D2jku’ | 2 dx+’ | |x| 2 |{D2jku’ | 2 dx
C(’)+C(’) & |x| {u’&2. (3.20)
From (3.18),
& |x| {u’&2C(’)&
1
’
d
dt | |x|
2 |u’ | 2 dx.
By Gronwall inequality we have (noticing that u’(0, x)=0)
| |x| 2 |D2jk u’ | 2 dx|
t
0
e&2:(t&s)(C(’)+C(’) & |x| {u’ &2 (s)) ds
C(’) |
t
0
e&2:(t&s) \C(’)& dds | |x| 2 |u’(s)| 2 dx+ ds
C(’)&C(’) |
t
0
e&2:(t&s)
d
ds
& |x| u’(s)&2 ds
C(’)&C(’) e&2:(t&s) & |x| u’&2 }
s=t
s=0
+C(’) |
t
0
2: & |x| u’(s)&2 e&2:(t&s) ds
C(’)&C(’) & |x| u’&2+C(’) C1(’)(1&e&2:t)
C2(’).
By integrating by parts we have
| |x| 2 |{u’ | 2 dx=&Re | 2x {u’u ’ dx&Re | |x| 2 2u’u ’ dx
2 & |x| u’ & &{u’&+& |x| 2u’ & & |x| u’ &C(’).
Next we shall prove the inequality about v’ .
Taking the inner product of (3.5) with 2 |x| 2 v’t we get
d
dt \| |x| 2 |v’t | 2 dx+| |x| 2 |v’ | 2 dx+| |x| 2 |{v’ | 2 dx++; | |x| 2 |v’t | 2 dx
=| ( || 2+g) /L(’) |x| 2 v’t dx&4 | x{v’v’t dx. (3.21)
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Taking the inner product of (3.5) with |x| 2 v’ we get
d
dt | |x|
2 v’t v’ dx&& |x| v’t &2+& |x| v’&2+& |x| {v’&2
+2 | x {v’v’+
1
2
;
d
dt
& |x| v’&2
=| ( || 2+g) /L(’) |x| 2 v’ dx. (3.22)
Then (3.21)+$(3.22) implies that
d
dt \& |x| v’t &2+\1+
1
2
$;+ & |x| v’&2+& |x| {v’&2+$ | xv’v’t dx+
+(;&$)& |x| v’t&2+$ & |x| v’&2+$ & |x| {v’&2
=| ( || 2+g) /L(’) |x| 2 v’t dx&4 | x{v’ v’t dx
&2$ | x{v’v’ dx+$ | ( || 2+g) /L(’) |x| 2 v’ dx. (3.23)
Remembering that $ 12;, (, ,, %) # L
(R+; Y ), by Lemma 3.1, &,’&H2C,
thus v’=,&,’ # L(R+; H 2). Therefore
the right-hand side of (3.23)
& |x| /L(’)( || 2+g)& & |x| v’t &+4 &{v’ & & |x| v’t&
+2$ & |x| {w’& &v’&+& |x| /L(’)( || 2+g)& & |x| v’&
 12 (;&$) & |x| v’t &
2+ 12& |x| {v’ &
2+ 12 $ & |x| v’&
2
+C(’)(& |x| /L(’)( || 2+g)&2+&{v’ &2+&v’&2),
} $ | xv’v’t dx }$ &xv’t& &v’& 12 &xv’t&2+C &v’&2.
Inserting these inequalities into (3.23) and applying Gronwall inequality
we get
& |x| v’t&2+(1+$;) & |x| v’&2+& |x| {v’&2C3(’).
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Differentiating (3.5) with respect to xk (k=1, 2, 3), multiplying the resul-
tant by 2 |x| 2 v’xkt , and then integrating by parts over R
3, by the same
deduction as the above we get
& |x| v’xkt &
2+(1+$;) & |x| v’xk &
2+& |x| {v’xk &
2C4(’).
Thus the proof of Lemma 3.2 is completed.
4. THE EXISTENCE OF ATTRACTOR
In this section we are going to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let f, g # H2(R3), S(t) be the semigroup generated by
(2.1)(2.3). Then there exists a set A/X satisfying
(1) S(t) A=A, \t0,
(2) limt   distX (S(t) B, A)=limt   supy # B distX (S(t) y, A)=0,
\ B/Y bounded,
(3) A is compact in X.
That is, A is a maximal compact attractor in X which attracts bounded
sets of Y in the topology of X.
To prove the theorem, we need the following compact imbedding
Lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let s>s1 be integers. Then the imbedding of H s(Rn) &
Hs1(Rn, (1+|x| 2) dx) into H s1(Rn) is compact.
Proof. Let B/Hs & H s1((1+|x| 2) dx) be a bounded set. It suffices to
prove that B has a finite =-net for any =>0.
First, since
|
Rn
|x| 2 :
ls1
|Dlu| 2 dxC, for all u # B,
there exists an A>0 such that
|
|x|>A
:
ls1
|Dlu| 2 dx
1
A2 | |x|>A |x|
2 :
ls1
|Dlu| 2 dx
C
A2

=2
2
.
Let 0=[x | |x|<A], then the imbedding Hs(0)/H s1(0) is compact.
Thus B |0 =[u | u=v |0 , v # B]/Hs(0) is relatively compact in Hs1(0)
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and has a finite =- 2-net [B(u~ k , =- 2), k=1, 2, ..., m] with u~ k # B | 0 ,
u~ k=uk |0 , and uk # B. We claim that [B(uk , =- 2)] is an =-net of B in
Hs1(Rn).
In fact, for any u # B, u~ =u |0 , then there exists a u~ k such that
&u~ k&u~ &Hs1(0)<=- 2. Therefore
&u&uk&2Hs1(Rn)=&u~ &u~ k&2Hs1(0)+&u~ &u~ k&2Hs1(Rn"0)

=2
2
+|
|x|>A
:
ls1
|Dlu| 2 dx+|
|x|>A
:
ls1
|Dlu| 2 dx<=2.
Hence the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Lemmas 3.2 and 4.2 we see that S2’(t)
defined by (3.4)(3.6) is compact from Y into X. Therefore for any B/Y
bounded,
:(S2’(t) B)=0, \t0.
From Lemma 3.1, we find that \=>0, there exist an ’ and thus a t0>0
such that
&S1’(t)(0 , ,0 , %0)&<=, \ tt0 and (0 , ,0 , %0) # B, B/Y bounded.
That is, for such ’>0
:(S1’(t) B)2=, as tt0 ,
so we have
:(S(t) B):(S1’(t) B)+:(S2’(t) B)=:(S1’(t) B)2= as tt0 .
Hence
lim
t  
:(S(t) B)=0.
Therefore S(t) is asymptotically smooth. By the theory in [10] we com-
plete the proof of the theorem.
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